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ABSTRACT 
Sufficient conditions are given for a probability distribution to be skewed 
$1. INTRODUCTION 
Are random variables with decreasing densities skewed to the right? The ques- 
tion, which is a particular case of the problem considered in this paper, has been 
given the following form by R. Gill (1989): G’ lven a random variable taking values in 
the positive integers or reals, with finite mean and decreasing density, prove that its 
odd central moments arepositive. Gill attributed the question to D. Gilliland, who 
in turn was inspired by an unpublished result of J. Hannan and E.J.G. Pitman. 
A more general problem is to find good sufficient conditions for all the existing 
odd central moments of a distribution with finite mean to be positive. We seek 
conditions that are expressed in terms of the density or distribution function and 
possibly first moments. Such conditions will be stated in Section 2 and proven in 
Section 3. 
The key tool for proving our theorems is the mass transportation principle 
which is also stated in Section 2. This principle permits us to transform many 
distributions into simpler distributions whose odd central moments are no larger 
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than before. Repeated application of this principle allows us to reduce the class of 
distributions under consideration to a smaller class with a particular simple de- 
scription; a monotonicity argument then reduces this class to the class of uniform 
distributions, where the result is obvious. The argument also applies to a wide 
class of “generalized odd central moments”. 
There are some known results about this problem. J.Th. Runnenburg (1978) 
solved the problem in the case of third moments for a class of unimodal dis- 
tributions with differentiable densityf which satisfies the following condition: If 
f(x) =f( y) for x < y then f’(x) > -f’(y). A.A. Jagers (1989) pointed out that 
Runnenburg’s method extends to the case of a positive integer valued random 
variable X with nonincreasing density. Presumably, he used the fact that if U is a 
uniform random variable on [0, l] independent of X then X and X + U have the 
same third central moment. (This is untrue for higher central moments.) A theo- 
rem of Belisle (1991) provides the proof sought for by Gill and extends the result to 
a class of unimodal distributions. Our approach is more general and also has the 
advantage of circumventing his calculationally intensive methodology. (We re- 
mark that Belisle did not justify the second application of Lemma 4.1 in the proof 
of his Lemma 4.2; we thank him for providing us with some of the elementary but 
lengthy calculations needed to complete his proof.) 
$2. DEFINITIONS AND STATEMENTS OF THEOREMS 
Let P denote the class of all distributions on Iw with finite mean and let P, be 
the set of distributions in P whose support is contained in the integers Z. For 
p E P, let ,u = p(p) denote its expectation. 
We now introduce our generalized odd central moments. Let @i be the set of all 
functions 4 : R + R which are odd (4(-x) = -4(x) for all x) and such that 
4(x)/x is nondecreasing on (0,oo). Let @p:! = (4 E @I: 4 is differentiable and 
convex on (0,oc) and 4’ is convex on (0,oc)). Let @I = (4 E @I: 4(x)/x is 
(strictly) increasing for x > 0} and let ~0; = 0; n @z. For 4 E ~$1 define the central 
+-moment ofp E P by 
4bl = 7 4(x - pL)p(dx) 
-cc 
whenever this is defined as an extended real number, i.e. possibly &co. 
An easy exercise shows that &(x) = ]xla sign(x) belongs to @i for o > 1 and to 
@2 for LY 2 2 so that the usual odd central moments are included. 
Let q5 E ~$2. By convexity and oddness of 4, we see that 
(1) 4(XfY) -4(x-Y) is nondecreasing in x > 0 for all y > 0. 
For 0 < u 5 v, define 
#+A, w] := (w - 24) -l(+(w) - 4(u)) = (w - u) -l j: 4’(4 d.s. 
u 
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For x > z > w > y > 0 there is an r E [0,1/2] such that 
i[*.-v.x+l.l=~~~~~e’(~(~-~)+(l -X)(x+v))dX 
5 & :;<’ (X~‘(X - V) + (1 - X) +‘(x + u)) dX 
i- 
= $ [#(x - U) + $+‘(x + U)]. 
Averaging over ‘u E [ y, z], we obtain 
4+-Y,x+Yl 5 $#G- z,x-y] + &qx+y,x+z] 
so that 
(2) $[x-y,x+y]<4[x-z,x+z] forallx~z~y>O. 
Conversely, one can show that if $J is odd and (1) and (2) hold then 4 E ~02 but 
we do not need this for our present purposes. 
We are now in a position to state our theorems. 
Theorem 1. Suppose that p E P and satisfies JLTi (x - p) p(dx) 5 0 for all 
a > 0. 
Then 44~1 2 Of or all C$ E @I for which 4[p] is dejined, and 4[p] = 0 for q!~ E @pi 
only ifp is symmetric. 
Note that every absolutely continuous distribution on the positive reals with 
nonincreasing density function satisfies the condition in Theorem 1. The condi- 
tion of Runnenburg, given above, also implies the hypothesis of Theorem 1. In 
fact, our proof of Theorem 1 was motivated by Runnenburg’s argument. 
Theorem 2. Suppose that p E PZ and a > 0 are such that 
(i) for all x > a, p( (- 03, P - 4) 5 P([P + x, m)) and 
(ii) for all integers n E [/I - a, p) andm E (pi p + a] we havep(n) > p(m). 
Then 4[p] > 0 for alp E @2 for which 4[p] is de$ned, and 4[p] = 0 for C#J E @I 
only ifp is symmetric. 
Above we have used the abbreviation p(n) for p( {n}). Note that if p E PZ has 
support in N = { 1,2,3,. .} and p( 1) > p(2) > . then the hypotheses of Theo- 
rem 2 hold. The techniques used in the proof of Theorem 1 do not generally work 
for the case ofp E P,. There is another way due to Belisle (1991) to generalize this 
monotonicity of the distribution that also captures the idea of Runnenburg. If 
p E P,, M := max{p(n): n E Z} and y E (0, M) define 
R?, = {n E Z: p(n) > y}. 
Theorem 3. Suppose that p E P, satisjies the following condition: There is a 
number A E (0, M), such thatfor A < y < M, RY is an interval in Z with midpoint 
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5 I_L andfor 0 < y < A, R?, is an interval in Z with midpoint > p. Then 4[p] > 0 for 
all C#I E Qi2 for which 4[p] is defined, and ~$[p] = 0 for $J E @i only tfp is symmetric. 
To prove theTheorems 2 and 3, we start with an arbitraryp E P,, and modifyp 
little by little, in such a way as to preserve the expectation p and as to decrease the 
&moment with each modification, until we arrive at a simple distribution that 
allows calculation. 
Definition. Let f and g be functions from Z to R. We say that g is obtained from 
f by an elementary move with data (a, 6, E) for b > a + 1 if 
(i) g(n)=f(n)+Eforn=a+lorb-l(org(n)=f(n)+2Eifn=a+l= 
b-l), 
(ii) g(n) = f (n) - E for n = a or b, 
(iii) g(n) = f (n) otherwise. 
The important thing about elementary moves is that applying them to a prob- 
ability distribution does not change the expectation. Also if E > 0 and (a + b)/2 > 
p, or if E < 0 and (a + b)/2 5 p, then for #J E @pz the #+moment is not increased. 
Composing elementary moves of the above form gives us the simple 
Mass transportation principle . 
If q E P, can be obtained from p E P, through a sequence of elementary 
moves of one of the two above types and C$ E @2 then $jq] 5 $[p] (assuming both 
~$[p] and 4[q] are defined). 
$3. PROOFS 
We consider the theorems in reverse order. 
We suppose throughout that ~$[p] is defined. Otherwise there is nothing to 
prove. Also, in all three theorems, the hypotheses then imply that 4[p] > --oo. To 
prove Theorems 2 and 3 observe that if 2 /I E Z then the hypotheses of each the- 
orem imply those of Theorem 1 so we assume in both cases that 2 p is not an in- 
teger. 
First we reduce Theorem 3 to Theorem 2. 
Lemma 1. Suppose thatp E P, satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 3. Then there 
is a q E P, with +[q] 5 $[p] for all q5 E @2 andsuch that q satisfies the hypotheses of 
Theorem 2. In particular, Theorem 2 implies Theorem 3. 
Proof. The fact that RY is always an interval in Z is equivalent to p being uni- 
modal. Let RA = [kl,k2] C: Z so that (kt + k2)/2 < I_L and kt < k2. For a := 
p - kl hypothesis (i) of Theorem 2 is satisfied. This may be seen by a Fubini type 
argument, in which we imagine the mass of p(n) to be spread uniformly along a 
vertical interval of length p(n). Now we wish to apply the mass transportation 
principle to obtain a q E P, fromp that agrees withp outside of [ p - a, u + a], is 
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nonincreasing on [p - a, p + a], and satisfies $[q] 5 $[p]. Consider the mode ofp 
which is [mt,mz] = {n: p(n) 2 p(m) for all m}. This is an interval contained in 
[ p - a, p + a]. If it includes p - a then by unimodality we are done. Otherwise 
apply the mass transportation principle by taking mass of the amount E from each 
point in the mode and giving it in equal parts to the two neighbors ml - 1 and 
m2 + 1, where E is chosen so that p(ml) -E = max(p(mt - l), p(m:! + l))+ 
{ (m2 - ml + 1) E. The resulting distribution has a mode that is a strictly larger 
interval and has smaller &moment. If 4 E @i it has a strictly smaller &moment. 
This new distribution satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 3 with the same A. Re- 
peat this process until the mode includes the point p - a. The assumption that the 
midpoint of Ry is to the left of p precludes the possibility of the mode containing 
[p + a] but not p - a. (We use the notation [.I to denote the greatest integer 
function.) 0 
. 
Now to prove Theorem 2 we may as well assume that ,u - a =: b is an integer, 
otherwise replace p - a by the unique integer n in [ p - a, p - a + 1). This means 
that p + a is not an integer. As notation set c = [ p] and d = [ p + u] + 1. 
Lemma 2. (Truncation on the left.) It sufkes to prove Theorem 2 under the ud- 
ditionul assumption thutp( (-cm, b)) = 0. 
Proof. For n E Z with II < b and p(n) > 0, choose the least m E Z such that 
m - I_L > ,u - n and p(m) > 0. Transform p to p’ E PZ by moving mass 
min(p(n), p(m)) from n to b and from m to m - (b - n). By the mass transpor- 
tation principle, $[p’] < +[p] if the latter exists. Also,p’satisfies the hypotheses 
of Theorem 2. A finite or infinite sequence of these transformations yields the 
required condition p( (-cm, b)) = 0. 0 
Lemma 3. (Truncation on the right.) It is suficient toprove Theorem 2 under the 
additional assumption that p has support in B = {b, b + 1, , d}. 
Proof. From Lemma 1 we may assume that p has support in {b, b + 1,. . .}. Let 
m be the least integer with m > d, andp(m) > 0, if any, and let n be the greatest 
integer with n < d andp(n) > 0. Move as much mass as possible from m and n to 
d in accordance with the mass transportation principle, with the mean being 
held fixed, so that the resulting distributionp’ has support contained in the un- 
ion of B and the support ofp, but at least one of the p; and p;, is zero. Continue 
this procedure finitely or infinitely many times until no such n exists or no such 
m exists. The former case is impossible since then p would be a strict lower 
bound for the support of the resulting distributionp”; hence p” must have sup- 
port in B. It is clear that p ” still satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2. q 
Lemma 4. It sufices to prove Theorem 2 under the assumptions that the support of 
pisinBundthutp(b)=p(b+l)=...=p(d-l)>p(d). 
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Proof. By Lemma 3 we assume that p(B) = 1. Suppose that for some n E 
{b + 1,. . , c>, p(n - 1) < p(n); take the least such n and let k = n - b. Using the 
mass transportation principle, add mass E to each of p(b), p(b + l), . . , 
p(n - l), p(n + l), . . , p(n + k) and subtract mass 2k& from p(n), where E = 
(j(n) -p(n - 1))/(2k + 1). Denoting the resulting distribution by p’, we see 
that p’(m - 1) > p’(m) for b < m 5 n and thatp’ still satisfies the hypotheses of 
Theorem 2. Repeating this procedure allows us to assume that p(b) > 
p(b+ 1) > ..’ > p(c) 2 max{p(c + l), , p(d - 1)). The foregoing process 
removed the “hills” in {b,. . , c}; we next remove the “valleys” in 
{c + 1, . . , d - l}. In the following part we interpret the term “signed distribu- 
tion” with support in [b, d] to have the formp(b), . , p(d) which sum to 1 but 
some p(n)‘s may be negative. We define p and #[p] as in the usual case. The key 
point is that the mass transportation principle, which is essentially an algebraic 
statement, still holds. Now suppose that for some n E [c + 1, d - 21, p(n + 1) > 
p(n); take the largest such n and let k = d - 1 - n. Now remove mass E from 
each of p(n-k),p(n-kfl) ,..., p(n-l),p(n+l) ,..., p(n+k) and add 
mass 2 k& top(n), where E = (p(n + 1) - p(n))/(2 k + 1). Denoting the resulting 
signed distribution by p’ we see that p’(b) Lp’(b+ 1) > ... >p’(c) > 
max{p’(c+l),...,p’(d-l)}>p’(n)>p’(n+l)>...~p’(d-l). By the 
mass transportation principle, 4[p’] 5 ~$[p]. Repeating this procedure, we 
eventually arrive at a signed distribution p” with p”(b) 2 p “(b + 1) > . . > 
p”(d - 1). Now let i be the smallest integer greater than or equal to b such that 
p”(i) =p”(d - 1). If i > b, use the mass transportation principle to remove 
mass E from each of p”(i- 1) and p”(d) and add mass 2c/(d - i) to 
p”(i), p”(i + l), . . , p”(d - l), w h ere E is chosen so that after the change, 
p”(i - 1) =p”(i). C on muing in this way we eventually get a signed distribu- t’ 
tionp”’ with equal mass at each of b, b + 1, . . . , d - 1. Note that this is in fact an 
ordinary probability distribution: p”‘(b) > p”‘(d) since otherwise the mean 
would exceed ,LL, and p"'(d) > 0 since otherwise p would exceed the mean. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2. By Lemma 4 and translation by 1 - b, we may assume 
thatphassupport{1,2,...,Z}andthatp(l)=p(2)=~~~=p(Z-l)>p(Z)>O. 
We may write this distribution as a mixture of two uniform distributions, one of 
length I and one of length I - 1. For n E { 1, . . , Z} we write 
p(n) = { 
x/(Z - 1) + (1 - x)/Z if n < 1 
(1 - x)/Z if n = 1. 
The parameter range is, of course, 0 < x < 1. The formula also makes sense as 
a probability distribution for x = 0 or 1, in which case the distribution is uniform. 
The mean is given by 
I+1 I+1 x 
pXx;+(l+ 2=---- 
2 2’ 
Let h(x) := (1 + x/(Z - l))(l - x)/Z. We will show that c$[p]/h(x), as a func- 
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tion of x E [0, l), is increasing and strictly increasing for 4 E Spi. This will com- 
plate the proof since 4[p]/h(x) = 0 when x = 0. 
A simple calculation gives 
Then 
We have two cases, according to the parity of 1. 
Even case: If I is even, n - (I + 1)/2 + x/2 is negative for n = 1,2, . , l/2 and 




4+4lNx) = - c 
c#+l+ ; - (x/2)) - 4(?? - ; + (x/2)) 
tl=l l-x 
44; - G-42)) + I - 1 4((1- 1)/2 + (X/2)) 
l-x 2 ((I - 1)/2 + (x/2)) 
Odd case: If I is odd an analogous calculation produces 
(‘- ‘)/* f$(n - (x/2)) - ($(n - 1 + (x/2)) 
4bllNx) = - c n=l l-x 
+ I- 1 4((/ - 1)/2 + (x/2)) 
2 ((l- 1)/2-t (x/2)) . 
In both cases, the individual terms are nondecreasing functions of x because 
4 E @2 and the last term is strictly increasing if 4 E @I. q 
Proof of Theorem 1. The proof of Theorem 1 relies on a more direct compar- 
ison. Center the distribution so that p = 0. Consider the measures X and v on [w+ 
given by x(O,a) = Jc,,ajk.xp(dx) v(O,a) = Jc_a,o, -k.xp(dx) where k is a 
normalization constant chosen so that the total mass of each measure is one. By 
hypothesis, X stochastically dominates V. Also 4( )/ . x x IS a nondecreasing function 
since 4 E @i. Consequently the integral of 4( x )/ x with respect to X is greater than 
or equal to that with respect to v ; i.e. J-_“, 4(x) P(d x) 2 0. Furthermore, ifp is not 
symmetric then the inequality in the hypothesis of Theorem 1 is strict for some 
a > 0. This implies that the $-moment is strictly positive for 4 E @i. q 
$4. CONCLUSION 
It is clear that our method applies more generally than to the cases presented. 
Many other distributions may be shown to have nonnegative $-central moments 
using the mass transportation principle. Such theorems would come at the ex- 
pense of more complicated hypotheses but the idea would be essentially the same. 
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